Cabinet Care Guide
Your Diamond® cabinetry is distinguished by a beautiful multi-step exterior finish. “Nature’s fingerprint” is
never the same in two pieces of wood, and the experts at Diamond have carefully finished your cabinetry to
highlight and complement the naturally occurring variations in color and grain.
The Diamond finish is as durable as it is beautiful. A catalyzed topcoat creates an easy-care surface that
protects your cabinetry from many common spills, moisture, and everyday wear.
The Diamond finish will remain beautiful with very little maintenance. Follow these tips on basic care and you
will enjoy your Diamond cabinetry for years to come:
1.

A
 fter installation is complete, wipe the cabinets with a soft, clean cloth dampened with water.
Dry immediately with another clean, soft cloth.

2.

R
 egular cleaning requires only wiping with a dampened cloth and then drying. Remove oil, grease,
or general soil by using a clean cloth dampened with a fresh solution of mild soap and water.
Rinse with a clean cloth dampened with clean water and then dry thoroughly.

3.

W
 arning: Excess moisture is one of the worst enemies of any finish. Sink, range, dishwasher, oven and
baseboard areas are most susceptible to this. Promptly remove water spills and excess moisture from
cabinets, using a clean, soft cloth.

4.

A
 void using harsh detergents, strong soaps, abrasive cleaners, or self-polishing waxes when cleaning;
avoid using ammonia solutions on or near cabinets. These substances could have
a deteriorating effect on the finished surface.

5.

A
 void using a dishcloth to clean or dry cabinets, as it may contain remnants of detergent
or grease.

6.

C
 over nicks and scratches with a tinted putty stick, such as the one included in the
Diamond Touch-Up Kit.

7.

W
 e do not recommend waxing. Over time, waxing and polishing compounds may build up
on the surface causing a hazy, streaky appearance.

